2006 hhr power steering fuse

I am extremely disappointed in his car. I have had nothing but problems and recalls and I looked
up this complaint to see if anyone else is having the same issue and of course everyone is.
They also have different models and years that they recalled for the exact same thing but they
haven't recalled this one which I think is ridiculous. Are they waiting for a death or someone to
get extremely injured where they have a lawsuit? There are so many complaints about this issue
it should have already been recalled. Just by looking at all the complaints you have lost several
customers because you waited on the issue instead of fixing the issue. If first started to wear
the light would come on and I lose all power steering I could turn it off and turn it back on and it
would work for quite a while now it's to the point where if it goes out I turn off the car and turn it
back on and within a minute it goes out again I have arthritis in my hands and arms to where it
makes it hard for me to drive especially now that there's no power steering. This is my only
means of transportation and I'm on disability and can't afford to get it fixed and I shouldn't have
to cuz it's not my problem, it's a default in the way y'all built this crappy car. Please do the right
thing and recall them and fix the problem before someone gets seriously injured. My HHR has
been sitting for awhile due to a fuel line leak another manufacturing defect for this car! I come to
find out that this vehicle has electronic steering with a module and a steering electric motor in
the steering column! I have no idea what this will cost to fix but at this point I would like to drive
this car off a bridge! Ignition recall. Bad Brake Rotors due to cheap steel. Leaking Fuel line due
to design and manufacturing problem should be recalled! I come to find out that the HHR's have
been recalled with this problem!! Why not the ??? You can be driving and turning and the power
steering will go out! Terrible design and all should be recalled!! Was driving more on No power
steering then with. Replaced fuses. Didn't work! Arm and shoulders hurt from driving it this
way. Could have been in a accident. Thank the Lord I wasn't. When I'm driving down the road
the power steering shuts down and I have to turn the car off and then turn back on and it will
work for about every 5 mins. This is an everyday thing, really annoying. I think that Chevy
should pay for this because it is something that is there problem. Scared the Chit out of me..
Pulled over turned off car started it back up with no problems. Driving to make a turn went out
again. Called Chevy headquarters, told me there is a special warranty for this problem. We shall
see! I just replaced struts! Only 67, miles. I can name more things that went wrong, need 3 more
sheets. I will return with a verdict next week. When your driving 70 MPH down a freeway and all
of a sudden your power steering fails; first reaction is panic specially when you have your
family on deck , you attempt to steer and you feel as if you have to struggle just to get to the
side of the freeway. This is bad, you're hundreds of miles away from your destination yet;
restart the car and now your power steering works, only to go off more time between distances.
As a long time 25 plus year, one man cheering squad for the "Bowtie. I am embarrassed that I
still own any Chevy's after the experience I have had with this Hhr. This is an outragege Twice
this has happened while driving straight on a freeway, power steering goes out while driving. It
causes you to panic at first and is very hard to steer. After you get somewhere that you can stop
and turn the engine off, when restarting the steering works. Update from Aug 17, : There is a GM
website that shows a recall for the power steering for the and but does mention the and in
paragraph 4 says they are guaranteed for life. There should be a recall for this problem, it's
happened with other Chevys and they recalled them. Hundreds of complaints with this problem.
Chevy doesn't care. This is a really big problem with steering, why should we pay hundreds of
dollars for a problem that should be fixed by Chevy. It's not right my kids and wife drive in this
car, last Chevy I'll ever buy. Today driving my 5 year old home from preschool on a very busy
street right off the freeway my power steering light went on and it stopped working. Oh my god,
I started praying I did not get into an accident. I could not turn my wheel. I was so thankful we
came to a red light so I could turn the car off then back on to get the power steering working
again. It happened one more time on our way home and I am so thankful I was only 2 miles from
home and not on the freeway. I am almost in tears after calling a Chevrolet dealer and having
them first tell me it's a recall and then saying no it's not in the computer so it's your problem.
This needs to be a recall. This is how recalls begin. When people die in accidents. Why should
we have to wait for a loved one to die to have a company fix something they should. My last car
I had for 13 years with not one problem. These things should never happen. I am going to fix car
then sell it and never ever buy Chevy again. Very scary when on the highway and trucks behind
u and the power steering goes. Need all my strength to turn wheel. As I was going to back out of
my drive this morning I noticed that there was no power steering. We checked the belt and the
fluid and all were ok. When I called someone to bring me to work I noticed on this site the
numerous complaints on the HHR power steering. With so many problems it makes no sense
for Chevrolet to not find a fix for this. Driving without power steering is dangerous. If nothing
can be done and I have to get a new car I will definitly think twice about buying from this
manufactor again. I was riding down the street and turned the corner and I could barely turn and

almost hit a car. It is dangerous and I cannot afford to pay for something that may not be fixed.
Warranty has just ended and I am still making payments on the vehicle. I have read the
numerous complaints about this issue, why is there nothing being done? I haven't had any
problems with this car, until November of , after having the car for a little over one year I began
having steering problems. Out of the blue the instrument panel would display "power steering"
and it became very hard to steer the vehicle. I've spoken to GM which they tell me this is just a
issue with my car and have no reports from other HHR owners, which I know it untrue because
you can simply type in "hhr steering problems" and pages upon pages come up about the
issue, yet there is NO recall. It's ridiculous because it's a safety hazard. I cannot drive my car
which I still make monthly payments on because I'm to afraid I will get into an accident. Gm is a
horrible car company and I don't ever plan on buying another Gm car. It's horrible and I've never
experienced a more irresponsible company than general motors! The Chevy cobalts had the
same issue and there was a recall. The hhr and Chevy have the same internal parts with just a
different outside body. As I was reading on a site the president of GM said "we are aware of the
issue with the HHR's steering but it's not problem and the vehicle is still drivable". I wouldn't
risk mine or my families life off what he thinks he knows. But the again why would he care it's
not his family that could be killed because GM doesn't make reliable vehicles. My wife came
home yesterday and told me the power steering went out on the car. I found out it is an
electrical power steering system. I checked the fuse and it was good. Of course it would go out
just after the warranty expired. This is a bad peice of equipment that Chevy needs to re-think.
My power steering already went out on my car with with less than 60, miles on it. They can't
even tell me why it is not working, what caused it, nothing. After complaining the dealer offered
to pay half of the I called GM to make a formal complaint. They said that the offer the dealer
gave is the only thing they could do that it was no longer under warranty and I was responsible
for it. They also only made that deal good for 90 days only. I have never had a car have the
power steering go out with less than 60, miles on it They use a computerized power steering sys
now and to even get it serviced cost almost Do not buy this car and for that matter anything GM!
The sun roof broke at 37, miles along with the in dash console. This car was made extremely
cheap If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 16 reports
replace power steering 1 reports replaced power steering motor 1 reports. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful
websites No one has added a helpful site for this HHR problem yet. Be the first! Find a good
Chevrolet mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free
service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Comment Disabled Add Complaint.
Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Fuse box
diagram fuse layout , location and assignment of fuses and relays Chevrolet HHR , , , , , The
wiring circuits in your vehicle are protected from short circuits by a combination of fuses,
circuit breakers, and fusible thermal links. This greatly reduces the chance of damage caused
by electrical problems. Look at the silver-colored band inside the fuse. If the band is broken or
melted, replace the fuse. Be sure you replace a bad fuse with a new one of the identical size and
rating. Just pick some feature of your vehicle that you can get along without â€” like the radio
or cigarette lighter â€” and use its fuse if it is the correct amperage. Replace it as soon as you
can. There are two fuse blocks in your vehicle: the floor console fuse block it the passenger
compartment and the engine compartment fuse block. The panel has four clips, one in each
corner. Pull the panel to disconnect the four clips, and access the fuses. Use the fuse puller to
remove fuses. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly.
This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of
the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Do not repair fuses and never replace a blown fuse with one that has a higher amp
rating. This c
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an cause damage to the electrical system and fire. Never replace a broken fuse with anything
other than a new fuse. Use always an intact fuse of the same color. If a fuse blows again contact
a qualified service center. Main Page. This website uses cookies to improve your experience.
We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out

of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as
they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party
cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be
stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these
cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing
experience. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary.

